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Hex gone strategy

Hex-A-Gone is one of the hardest finals to win in Fall Guys. The number of levels and the huge number of possible routes tools this level for more astute players. You can't guarantee a win under any circumstances, but the tips below can greatly increase your chances. Hex-A-Gone is undoubtedly one of the funniest finals in Fall Guys. You are completely in
control with only hexagons and other players to worry about. The goal of the game is to be the last player standing above the mud. Falling through the final level of hexagons in the mud will remove you. Hex-A-Gone Strategy There are several different strategies to win Hex-A-Gone. Both main strategies can de-vast the field and secure another crown.
Strategy 1 This first strategy is undoubtedly the riskiest. It intentionally involves dropping through levels to reach the very blue level very low. In this example, the player eats the plates in the middle, gradually circling their way to the edge. This is in the hope that until the rest of the players fall down to the final level, there will be little to land on and they will end
up cleared in the mud. To win Hexagon 99% of the time from FallGuysGame Hex-A-Gone Strategy 1 Video Walkthrough This player was lucky enough, the other players do not play it particularly well and you can usually angle the camera down to make sure you land on a full surface of sandstone. Players who managed to land on the bottom floor tiles ate
them too fast and made some simple unforced errors. However, if a high risk strategy is for you, then this is more than just able to pay off to win the crown. Strategy 2 This strategy is the exact opposite of number 1. It involves the player staying as high as possible at all times and being very methodical in the level drops. This strategy involves a mixture of
offensive and defensive hopping. Offensive running eats up the tiles quickly, but it can cut other players off to isolate a level for you. This can lead into the use of hopping defense strategy if you simply go as slowly as you can. This will last longer than your opponents and keep as many hexagons unused and ready to jump on. Hex-A-Gone Strategy 2 Video
Walkthrough After you can see, the player combines both offensive running and defensive hopping to win easily. This is probably the best known strategy out there, leaving the result up to your judgment and the performance of other players. There are times when I have to admit that the level you are at no longer has a future. At this point you should use the
camera angle to look in and judge a leap to an appropriate path. Hex-A-Gone Tips I've already gone through 2 specific strategies, but there are some important tips to make use of on any hex-A-Gone final you are in. First of all, don't focus on the top floor. The upper floors have fewer tiles and you could just be you for a bigger drop. Focusing on the second or
three floors below the top is the best place to start getting really competitive. As a rule of thumb, clearing in the middle while leaving 2 or 3 escape routes around the outside is best practice. This will increase the chances of players falling through and will give you plenty of boards to survive on. Key Tips Stay As High As You Can. Handle the camera angle to
plan the fall on a solid path. Use offensive running to cut players off and build an isolated route. When you cut players, do it in a way that gives you a clean route out. Defensive jump can significantly reduce the amount of hexagons used, giving you more time. Jumping and diving can get you over 2 missing hexagons. Be sure to hop instantly as you land
otherwise you will fall through the next level. Don't give up, even if you only have a few tiles left. Players can make a mistake or fall at any time. Advanced players can use a high-risk method to speed up the elimination of other players. Grabbing players correctly will make them freeze and fall through. Grab should be for minimum time and you should be
ready to jump or dive immediately after to make sure you don't fall through with them. This can be extremely effective, but use it only if you think the risk is worth the reward. If completing a successful grab would give an entire floor to you, hopping defensively across the entire floor could just seal them win. Other final guides The ultimate goal in most Fall
Guys game modes is not to necessarily win, but survive each round; Just don't be missed, and you'll be successful. But there can only be one winner in a Fall Guy match, and that's decided in the final round. There are already a few different types of final game modes, with several possibly coming in the future one day, but one that players could experience
the most is Hex-A-Gone. Because Hex-A-Gone can only be played as a finale, only the best players who survive each round will be able to play it. The purpose of this game mode is to survive the longest, and in this case, that means it does not fall off the map. There are several layers of hexagonal platforms on which players land, but every time one of the
hexagon is stepped on, it disappears. Players who are able to survive the floor under them constantly disappear will be victorious. But when there are 10 players left, all wanting to win on their own, running over all the hexagons, that can be a real challenge. This guide will look at tips for success in how Autumn Guys Hex-A-Gone so that players can take
home the crown. Fall Guy's Hex-A-Gone Survival Guide Before the start of the match, all players will be stuck on a single tile. The moment the match starts, these plates disappear. While each player has his own tile, there are a few others at the same altitude. In order to maintain its superior, superior position, you might all jump to land on unclaimed tiles.
However, this can be bait. As more players jump to the same tile, they will all end up in the same location from the bottom floor. This leads to the area below unclaimed tiles being busier, resulting in several tiles in that area disappear. While it might be advantageous to stay a little higher a little higher, consider jumping down immediately to avoid that crowd of
other players. That way, you might get their leg faster and have an easier time knowing what hexagons to avoid. After falling from the top, players need to multitasking multiple goals at once. The first is the simplest: do not fall to the lower level. Falling to her ass leads to a loss, after all. But this is difficult for a number of reasons, and why juggling more tasks
is needed to win Hex-A-Gone. Tiles can only be ironed once so players can't redo their steps. They must be continuously running and jumping to avoid any lags so that they can remain their current altitude as long as possible. Running along the outside of this hex level in a circle, and slowly relaxing inwards, will help players conserve platforms as long as
possible. In a perfect world, they will be able to do this, but with other players making their own openings in the floor, the strategy needs to change to adapt to these problems. If a player running outside has to move more inwards, a gap in the way will prevent them from doing so. When you happen to see another player running outside, create a path so as to
cut them off from reaching a safer pitch. Then they will be forced to go to the lower level. To avoid this scenario as someone running throughthe end, always be looking for other players, and cut in to avoid them from cutting out any openings. Be very careful what tiles have been taken, and think in a safe of a possible route. Remember, even if the hexagons
are not directly connected to each other, players can still jump, or dive at them. Be cautious when diving, though, because players may not have enough time to get back before the hexagon under them disappears. Ultimately, no matter how conservative the players are with the hexagons, they will eventually have to move down to the next level. When they
do this, players should not fall blindly. They must actively consider which part of the next level should fall down to. If not, it might fall into an area that has already disappeared, and through this level in its entirety. To avoid this, players must keep track of what the lower levels are still intact, and plan a path to that level. Of course, don't just drop down; jump so
that the drop distance can still be covered and the areas further can be reached. If players mess up during the transition to the next level below, they could trip up and crash crash Road to the Bottom: Removal. Next: Fall Guys: How to Unlock More Outfits Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout is available for PC and PlayStation 4. Every Mortal Kombat 11 Fatal Blow
Worse Than a Fatality Related Topics There are a lot of mini-games in Fall Guys, but one of the most difficult to master is the ultimate game, Hex-A-Gone. Usually, offering between 8-12 players, this mini-game is composed of several tiled floors over a pool of pink mud. A tile will disappear in a second after someone touches it, throwing anyone on that tile to
the floor below. Whoever is the last bean left wins the game and claims the coveted crown for their troubles. This may sound simple, but Hex-A-Gone is diabolically difficult if you are against knowledgable players. Here are some tips and tricks to help you achieve victory on one of the toughest mini-games of the fall boys: Hex-A-Gone Tips Find out when to
skip Maybe one of the most popular and crucial tactics for survival is understanding the moment of jump from platform to platform. Instead of just sprinting over the tiles, there's just enough time to hop from one to the other. Not only does this allow you to make more precise movements, but time on the floor with drastic growth. Jumping is one of the best
strategies if you are either above or way below your opponents. Given how slow it is to clean a line while jumping, you can waste a lot of time just hopping about. Just be sure to always plan your route as jumping to make sure you don't end up cornering yourself when there are still places you could have jumped to. Jumping is also great if you accidentally fall
one too many floors below your enemies. Since it takes so long to clear an entire floor while just jumping, you can catch up on the rest of the room. At any time you are not trying to be aggressive towards other players should be jumping from tile to tile. Remember, you also have enough time to dive on a tile and then jump to the next one before it disappears.
Be ruthless It's time to put on your big boy pants and be mean. Hex-A-Gone is the winner takes it all, so you'll also have to worry about eliminating competition. While some will end up eliminating themselves, others may need a gentle nudge in oblivion. Always keep an eye open for opportunities to cut your opponent's way off. Because a player can dive into
the space of a tile, if you manage to remove two tiles before they will not be able to progress. Use this to your advantage as you or jump around the board. This is especially true at the beginning, when everyone is fighting for space. Try to carve your own small area to not only deny them the tiles, but make sure they can't get to you. Don't get tunnel vision
That being said, it's important to know when you should cut your losses and just leave someone alone. I've seen countless players. Players. their chance at victory because they were too focused on eliminating another person. If something isn't working out, just go back to hopping over the tiles. This is especially true when you are on the last couple of layers
where any wrong move could remove you. Once you are close to the bottom we recommend you to play a little more conservative - especially if there are others want a lot of space to maneuver. Your Descent Linking Plan with knowing when to retire, it is essential to plan yourself where you end up falling. There is a very high chance that the floors below will
only be made up of a dozen or so tiles. That's why you want to make sure you have a place to land when you fall. If I'm on a single floor, I like to angle my room slightly down so I can see what's going on on the floors below me. This gives me more information and time to plan where I'm going to get off. Another, much riskier tactic is to fall to the bottom of the
arena and then break the middle part of the top floor. This will cause anyone who comes down to most likely collapse to their doom. But this is a double-edged sword, because if someone sees you doing this, then they will most likely take their time before they reach the final level. I personally do not recommend this tactic, despite gaining popularity thanks to
social media. People expect this from players now and you can easily get the removal yourself once you run out of space. Now come out the beans and start showing everyone why you deserve the crown! Crown!
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